THE NEW WITCH'S GUIDE
PART ONE
CONNECTING WITH YOUR INNER WITCH

The More the Merrier Path

What is Your
Inner Witch?

A Witch is Authentic Self
Witchcraft is an outward expression of inner power. This core
of inner power is what makes you a witch. By digging deep,
and listening to our soul, we identify and uncover access to
the most authentic parts of ourselves, ergo the viscerally
powerful magickal core of our beings.

A Witch is a Wellspring of Creativity
Once the inner self is tapped to open authentically, the
flourishing witch is born. A witch will return again and again to
the depths of their being as their own best resource.
Witchcraft is about solving challenges, producing solutions,
clearing away that which no longer serves, and making room
for the new.

Five Ways to Connect
to Your Inner Witch

Mind/Body Practice
Align your body with your soul intentions through
physical practice like meditation or yoga.

Journal
Know your patterns. Keep a record of how you are
feeling and why.

Check in With Yourself
Every day we all have moments we can take for
ourselves no matter how busy we are. Even if these
moments must be hasty, they can still be meaningful.

Find Community
Social media communities and local organizations are
talking about witchcraft. Find one that fits you.

Create
It is called WitchCRAFT for a reason.

JOURNAL
To begin your own merry path, you must first commit to taking an
honest inventory of your starting point. Begin by recording your
physical, mental, and emotional wellness on a regular basis. Identify
incidents or relationships that affected your wellness or ability to be
your most authentic self.
Why is this so important? We may be witches, but we are only human.
We can't help but remember events differently through the lens of
hindsight. This is because human experience is not linear as much as
it is exponential. The memory you have of the event is constructed in
the actual events that occurred as well as all subsequent related
responses to an event by yourself or others. Journaling allows you a
portal into what your truest, most authentic self, was really feeling at a
given moment.
Give yourself time to build a relationship with your journal. Maybe you
make it a daily practice. Perhaps you make it a Sunday morning
weekly practice. Some may prefer to write in a notebook while others
may have a Google Doc going. In any case, with consistency, you will
begin to have an accurate record of how you currently respond
emotionally and physically to your lifestyle. Thus begins the journey
to start identifying toxic behaviors that need to go, and positive
behaviors you should be cultivating, all with the goals of achieving the
self awareness needed to be a powerful witch.

Journal Ideas
Traditional blank journal book - kept in a private and secure place for
daily or routine journaling from home
Small portable pocket-sized notebook - great for those who want to
write when the urge strikes them, wherever they may be

Journal Prompts
What am I proud of myself for today?
Who showed me kindness today?
Who did I pass along this kindness to?
What new thing in my life am I most grateful for?

Google Doc, Word Doc, Private Blog - journaling with technology
What old thing in my life do I want to be free of?
Apps for your smartphone - Day One Journal, Moodnotes, Grid Diary,
Five Minute Journal, Daylio, Penzu
Tarot Journal - do a morning one card pull or spread and journal
about your divination of the cards, The same can be done with any
divination device

What lesson did this situation reveal to me?
What things are just not fair in my life right now?
Which of these can I fix? Which can I stop devoting energy to?
Do I need more rest? How can I rest more?

CHECK IN WITH
YOURSELF REGULARLY
A powerful witch is consistently self-aware. Since power resides
in the inner witch, one must create a clear emotional path to that
power.
As you become aware of your own reactions and patterns, try
adding check points to your routine. Some check points can be
proactive, such as organizing your daily schedule over coffee
each morning. Other check points are more introspective,
allowing yourself the time and space to take inventory of your
internal landscape.
Ask yourself if what you are doing and how you are feeling are
really helping you in any way. Some emotions are valid and
important to feel. Others are products of fear or anxiety. Pausing
to connect with yourself helps you consider the difference and
make decisions that are most aligned with your goals and not
your fear.

Moments to Check In
During a morning stretch
In the shower or bath
While blow drying your hair
During your commute
Over a cup of coffee or tea
During an after dinner walk
Immediately after a confrontation
After hearing bad news
Before undertaking an important task
The moment impatience turns to anger
Just before getting into bed for the night

Ways to Check In
Deep Breaths, Centering
Stretching
Change your scenery, step outside
Color, craft, cook, create
Spend time with pets and plants
Share a meal with loved ones
Make lists, work on them
Set goals, refer to them
Nap or rest
Aromatherapy
Cleanse your space or yourself
Allow yourself grace

MIND/BODY PRACTICE
To tap into our inner strength and power, it is essential to connect
our minds and bodies through regular practice.
Cultivating a daily mind and body practice has many important
benefits, Not only is it particularly useful for enhancing our health
and wellbeing, but it is also plays an important role in the quality in
which we experience life. The better we feel mentally, physically,
and spiritually, the better our magical experiences become.
Regular practice can also help us to connect on a deeper level
with our spirit, which in turn helps us to develop a stronger sense
of self. This is an essential part of understanding our power. When
we are able to accept and appreciate who we really are, then our
inner conflict is minimised and we are able to fully step into our
truth.
Begin your daily practice by being present in your daily actions,
from the mundane to the intricate. Enjoy the process rather than
rushing to the finish line. Choose quality activities rather than
quantities of them. Honour yourself and your path.

Two of the most well-known practices to aid in cultivating this mind-body connection are meditation and yoga,
both of which offer accessible entry points for every level of experience.

Meditation Resources

Yoga Resources

Apps: Calm, Insight Timer, Headspace,

Yoga with Adriene on YouTube

Omega Institute on YouTube

YogaJournal.com

Nature soundscapes

TheYogaRoom Group on Facebook

Podcasts such as Meditation Oasis

DoYogaWithMe.com

Binaural Beats, Beatfulness App

Asana Rebel, Pocket Yoga, Down Dog Apps

Meditation Prompts

Suggested Yoga Poses

Practice gratitude

Chair Pose

Focus on the breath

Tree Pose

Do a full body scan

Pigeon Pose

Choose a mantra

Warrior 1

Reflect on your actions

Warrior 2

Think about how you can help others

Child's Pose

FIND COMMUNITY
As you grow your self-awareness, it is only natural to seek out
like-minded individuals. Finding other people who share your
values, and who cultivate a lifestyle you admire, is an important
part of the journey to fully embracing your inner witch.
If you are blessed to live in an area where local pagan and witch
societies operate freely, in person, and out in the open, it is worth
checking out what they have to offer. If you live in an area of the
world that is not witch-friendly, or you are not yet out of the
broom closet, you can still join groups that hold witchy values.
Some examples of these types of groups are herbalist societies,
gardening clubs, bird watching clubs, nature hikers, foragers,
earth activists, astrology clubs, and artists of all kinds.
The internet and social media offer a plethora of options. Follow
hashtags that appeal to you. Follow accounts not just because
they are big, but because they speak to the life you are building
for yourself. Allow these communities to strengthen your
knowledge and your sense of belonging. Remember to give
back to your communities when you are able. Together, we hold
space for all witches and their unique paths.

Witch Communities

Community Building

Local Pagan Chapters

Sabbat Celebrations

Local Black Hat Society, Covens, etc.

Witchy Book Clubs

Social Media: Instagram, Facebook, Pinterest

Discord servers, Chat groups, Facebook groups

Witchy Magazines, Ezines, Blogs

Group Spellwork

Witch Schools

Witchy Penpals (@witchswap)

Witch Businesses

Mentor a New Witch

CREATE
A witch is an actor, an initiator, and bringer of change for the
greater good. Power is only as useful as those who wield it, and a
witch is an expert in creation.
Yes, this means spellwork and ritual.
It also means all creative pursuits as accomplished through the
lens of witchcraft. Perhaps you paint witchy scenes with moon
water and water colors. Or, maybe you perform dances under
the full moon.
However, this idea of creation-focused living does not apply just
to spellwork and the arts, Magickal creation is practical too.
Some witches weave a new protective shawl for every season.
Other witches infuse magick into the meals they cook. Others
craft healing salves and tinctures using herbs around them.
Witchcraft asks us to examine our actions and energy use. Is our
time and labor being spent towards productive ends? Can
magickal means help bolster the results? Once you start crafting
and creating with magickal intention, your energy can't help but
align to manifest your goals.

Creative Outlets

Practical Creation

Painting, Sketching, Drawing

Cooking and Baking

Digital Art

Gardening

Poetry and Writing

Weaving, Sewing, Crocheting, Knitting

Spell and Incantation Writing

Cleaning and Cleansing

Sculpture and Crafts

Foraging and Herbalism

Dance

Witchy Tools

Musical Instruments

Journaling

SUMMARY
Connect yourself to your inner witch, aka your witchy power
center, by journaling, checking in, mind/body alignment,
participating in community, and creating.
Remember, connecting with your inner witch is a lifelong
process. These are ways to get started, but they will also all be
here for you to return to again and again as you learn and grow.
No one is able to master all the paths to witchhood overnight;
allow yourself grace and space. Just keep going. Keep diving
inward to draw out and strengthen your power. If you need to
rest or take a break, do so.
You are always a witch. The depths to which you explore are up
to you.

UP NEXT
The New Witch's Guide
Part Two
Connecting With Nature
Learn how to align yourself with the power
of the physical world to strengthen your
witchcraft practice.

GET IN TOUCH
WITH US
www.witchwithme.com
info@witchwithme.com

